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As soon as he gets to his daughter, he realizes that he has been tricked .Taiwanese and Japanese
football fans are already enjoying the amateur league results. The J League and the Taiwan Chinese
Taipei Football Association held a friendly match in Kadoma, Nagano, Japan with the Taiwanese
team defeating the Japanese side 4-0. The matches were held from March 13 to 15 and were very
successful for the Taiwanese side, mainly thanks to the performance of star player “Lotus” Rong-hua
Chen who scored three goals and made two assist. At first, it seemed the match didn’t turn out as
what Taiwanese fans expected. Japan’s “Tacoma” club dominated the first half and almost scored a
goal. At the first half of the match, the Japanese fans had a loud “shh” moment when they realized
that Rong-hua scored a goal with a long-shot against the penalty spot. The J League’s fans also
cheered when the Taiwanese team started attacking their opponents. But their fears were soon
confirmed when “Tacoma” scored a goal at the 11th minute of the game when the ball hit the
crossbar. In the remaining time, the Taiwanese side continued to score, with “Lotus” Rong-hua
scoring a second goal and “Shiow Lin” Ching-chang Guo scoring the fourth. Japan was therefore
knocked out of the tournament, losing 4-0. The Taiwanese team scored 13 goals and made 8 assists.
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